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February 11, 2014 
Hyatt Regency Hotel - Lexington, Kentucky 

 
Participants Steve Besemer, Missouri Brian Blake, CUSEC Mike Calvert, CUSEC David Davis, Kentucky Sue Evers, FEMA Michael Garmon, Kentucky Tonya Gourley, Tennessee Jim Hawkins, Indiana 

Paul Hogue, EMAC Melissa Mayo, Alabama Frank McCrory, Alabama Chris Newton, Alabama Brenna Robinson, Tennessee Benjamin Ross, Missouri SAVE Mike Waldinger, Illinois AIA Carol Walton, Arkansas  
Meeting Notes 
 
Progress since Workshop #2 in Nashville, Tennessee CUSEC gave an overview of progress since the second Building Inspection Framework workshop, which was in March of 2013.  There have been numerous developments in the Mutual Aid Support System (MASS), including webinar training sessions and updated Mission Ready Packages (MRPs).  CUSEC developed six “large” MRPs (25-100 people each) due to input from the Board of Directors.  The large MRPs are designed to be deployed in different settings (urban, suburban, general, etc.)  and include varying numbers of Type I, II, and III inspectors depending on the MRP purpose.  Additionally, qualified building inspector training instructors are listed as a desired position within the MRPs, when possible.  It was noted that an MRP is still needed for building inspector “on-site coordinator” or administrative type capability.  CUSEC has participated in four TNSAVE planning meetings with TEMA and the TNSAVE volunteer “board”.  CUSEC has also worked to help deliver a ROVER training for Shelby Co. TN (Memphis).  ROVER will be integrated with a State required hazard and safety assessment of schools.  CUSEC is working on a similar project with Arkansas Dept. of Emergency Management and Arkansas State University.  Ideally, both ROVER projects would be incorporated into the CAPSTONE-14 exercise and for identifying future mitigation projects.    
Illinois and Tennessee Program “Spotlight” Mike Waldinger gave an overview of the Illinois Facility Assessment Support Team (FAST) program.  The Illinois Chapter American Institute of Architects (AIA) began working with Illinois EMA and Capital Development Board after the Joplin, Missouri tornadoes in 2011 to develop the volunteer-based program.  Since then, nearly 500 volunteers have been trained in ATC-20/45 protocols.  The administration and operation of the program is modeled after the Missouri SAVE Coalition and includes volunteer architects, structural engineers, and other design related professionals.  
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FAST is currently finishing its operations plan, standardizing on the CalSAP training protocol, and plans on exercising capabilities as part of CAPSTONE-14. 
 Brenna Robinson gave an overview of the Tennessee SAVE Coalition “reservist” program.   The program is also modeled after the Missouri SAVE program and consists of architects, engineers, and other construction professionals trained in ATC-20/45.  The TNSAVE program is a component of the Tennessee Emergency Management Plan (TEMP), which allows for a cadre of reservists to be called upon for assistance following a disaster.  The TEMA Director, working under the Governor, has the singular authority to implement the TEMP response plan and subsequently TNSAVE.  TNSAVE reservists are covered for liability and workers compensation while deployed on an official mission. Currently, there are about 200 people in the TNSAVE database.  Brian Blake gave an overview of CUSEC’s assistance to TEMA in the development of the TNSAVE program.  Primarily, CUSEC has helped TNSAVE write and edit its administrative and operations plan and a website.  The group discussed the plan and previewed the website, which includes a volunteer application.  The application and website were developed using Google technologies in November 2013.   Several suggestions were discussed to improve the functionality of the website and plan.    
State Capability Assessments Following the Illinois and Tennessee presentations, Alabama, Arkansas, Indiana, Kentucky, and Missouri provided updates to their inspector programs since the last building inspector workshop.  Indiana noted they will not exercise the Indiana I-BEAM team during CAPSTONE-14 but plan to do so in September 2014.  The I-BEAM exercise is expected to be a full-scale deployment with building inspections taking place in New Harmony, Indiana, which is in the Wabash Valley Seismic Zone.  In addition to Illinois and Tennessee, Missouri and Arkansas plan to test building inspector capabilities.  
 
Mutual Aid Support System Demonstration  Michael Garmon with Kentucky Emergency Management (KYEM), gave an update of the Mutual Aid Support System (MASS).  Garmon briefed on recent changes to MASS and demonstrated the building inspector MRPs that have been entered into the system thus far, as well as the “Large” all-purpose 50 person building inspector MRP template CUSEC recently created.  There will be an additional series of MASS training 
offered soon, and Kentucky is developing a way to import MRP Excel spreadsheets 
directly into MASS, which will greatly simplify loading them.  
CAPSTONE-14 Scenario and Exercise Discussion CUSEC led a discussion on a possible Building Inspector scenario for CAPSTONE-14.  The scenario, developed by CUSEC prior to the meeting, included on a state-by-state basis an estimation of number of buildings damaged, number of building inspectors needed, building inspector shortfalls (EMAC), and suggestions for building inspection results.  Building damage estimates were used from the RAW-II State 
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briefings.  To maintain a manageable scenario, CUSEC estimated that 25% of the damaged buildings reported in RAW-II would require ATC-20 inspections, and that of those, 35% would be red-tagged (unsafe), 15% yellow-tagged (restricted access), and 50% green tagged (no access restrictions).  There was considerable discussion on the scenario and ways it could be used during the exercise.  Following the workshop, CUSEC will send a summary of the “algorithm” used to make the estimations.    There was further discussion on the various MRPs that have been developed for MASS.  Each State was asked to input at least 1/3 of their Building Inspector capability (if it exists) into MASS.  Some States were already planning to enter MRPs, others were unsure if they would due to programs that have not been formalized yet.    The group then discussed ways to use EMAC for building inspectors during CAPSTONE.  It was suggested that the States have an EMAC REQ-A filled out prior to the exercise.  Brenna Robinson, TEMA EMAC Coordinator, offered to provide a basic template for the states to use.  Paul Hogue, EMAC, stated that REQ-A forms could not be distributed outside of EMAC Members.  Mr. Hogue also mentioned that the information in the MRP is similar to the REQ-A form.  Also pertaining to EMAC, a recurring issue is that in Missouri, some believe State law will not allow liability coverage for Missouri SAVE volunteers to deploy under EMAC.  The State EMAC person has changed recently, complicating the problem.  Missouri passed the identical EMAC law that all other States passed, so this should not be an issue.     Also discussed as potential areas of play during CAPSTONE included sample NLE-11 master scenario and events list (MSEL) from Missouri SAVE, using ROVER to do inspections and simulated damage reports, simulating call-down procedures to verify contact information and communication protocols.   
 
Meeting Wrap-Up Mike Calvert thanked participants for joining the workshop and there was a brief discussion on remaining tasks prior to CAPSTONE-14.  CUSEC will provide the building inspector “scenario” to building inspector POC’s and exercise planners as soon as possible.  States were asked to review this to provide feedback and to begin building their MSELs and inputting their building inspector MRPs put into MASS. 
  


